Object Description

Definition

Authorization object S_PROJECTS provides project management superuser authorization. The superuser can change project class templates. The superuser can also define and change the note editor and templates in customizing projects with this authorization. This authorization also controls project creation.

Defined fields

- **APPL_COMP** Application component to which projects are assigned
  This field is not relevant for customizing projects.

- **PRCLASS** Current project class
  Customizing projects are in the class CUSTOM

- **ACTVT** Project management activity
  Possible values:
  - 01 Create: Create projects
  - 70 Manage: Setup editor and editor templates

Applications

The most important authorization objects for project management are:

- **S_PROJ_GEN** (general project functions, such as cross-system maintenance (SYST))
- **S_PROJECT** (project work)
- **S_PROJECTS** (project administration)

For detailed documentation for individual authorization objects, call the documentation in the authorization maintenance.

These authorizations are in the following individual roles:

- **SAP_SOL_PROJ_ADMIN_ALL** (full authorization)
- **SAP_SOL_PROJ_ADMIN_DIS** (display authorization)

Note: You must adjust the roles according to your requirements.

Example

The system administrator creates the system landscape for your project. The project manager maintains all other data for the project in project management. Your system administrator should not have access to other project data than the system landscape. They should use the value SYST for S_PROJECT 03 and S_PROJ_GEN.

Further notes

For a complete overview of all the roles available in Solution Manager, see SAP Service Marketplace -> SAP Components -> SAP Solution Manager -> Solution Manager Security Guide.

You can view delta changes made to the roles in the Excel file attached to SAP Note 834534.
### Specific Use Cases

#### Content by label
There is no content with the specified labels

#### Related Documentation
no documentation linked

#### Related SAP Notes
no SAP Notes linked